During this year’s RaAM Specialized Seminar, the local organizing committee would like to propose a PhD Event (led by Pauline Heyvaert) which gives the participating PhD students the opportunity to discover Liège and its night life in a different way. Therefore, we are organizing a bar crawl, allowing us to show the participants different bars which are seen as typically “liégeois”, offering a wide array of different drinks – from the internationally recognized Belgian beers to typical cocktails. Please note that, of course, non-alcoholic beverages are also available at each bar!

The PhD Event will take place on Thursday evening, starting at 8 pm. Here under, you will find a detailed proposition of the different stops of our bar crawl.

1. **Beer Lovers’ Café**

This bar is situated in the heart of the city centre. As indicated by its name, this bar is known for its beers. Its menu consists of more than 300 beers, all of them brewed in Belgium. Given its vast range of beers, participants will have the choice between lighter beers, fruity beers, dark/blond beers as well as some heavier beers, if you’re up for a challenge. Beer lovers among our PhD students will certainly find their heart’s desire! If you’re not that into beers, you can of course also order other types of drinks (non-alcoholic, wine, etc.) More information: [www.beer-lovers.be](http://www.beer-lovers.be)
2. **La Maison du Péket (‘The Genever House’)**

This bar is also situated in the city centre, right next to our first stop, the Beer Lovers’ Café. This bar is unique in Belgium, as it literally **only exists in Liège** and offers a special kind of drink only found in Liège: *péket*. The more commonly known name for this alcohol is *genever gin*, yet *péket* is different as it is produced in Liège only. *La Maison du Peket* offers around 50 types of *pékets*, ranging from classic tastes like orange, strawberry or lemon, to more original tastes like *cuberdon* (which is a Belgian candy) to *flaming violet* (a shot of *péket* which is literally set on fire). More information: [http://www.maisondupeket.be/peket/](http://www.maisondupeket.be/peket/)
3. *La Brasserie C*

As final stop in our bar crawl, we would like to show our PhDs a well-known bar in Liège: *La Brasserie C*. This bar has a rather “basic” menu, proposing some **beers** *(again all brewed locally)*, **wines** *(some of which are BIO)*, **cocktails** and **non-alcoholic beverages**. What makes this bar so **special**, is its **setting**. It is situated in the heart of the historic centre, at the bottom of *La Montage de Bueren*, the legendary 374 steps that you can take if you wish to have a beautiful view of Liège. To access *La Brasserie C*, you have to venture through the small historic alleys of Liège. If the weather allows it, we will be able to enjoy a nice drink all together on the outside terrace of the venue. More information: [www.brasseriec.com](http://www.brasseriec.com)
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